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Assessing Safety 
Pulling on the end of a branch with a pole tool or a hand line and
watching the branch flex can give an idea of its strength. Tapping
suspicious areas with rubber hammers can reveal hollow areas with-
out damaging thin bark. Look and feel for all anomalies in the tree.
Many other tools, from simple to elaborate, assess decay. You can
measure the width and height of hollows by probing with a stiff
wire, but wear good gloves and check for harmful creatures first!
Flashlights and mirrors can be helpful, too. Use a small pocket camera
with a flash to photograph inside a cavity. 

On the outside, sponginess or crumbling indicates decayed tissue.
If your mallet test and measurements indicate solid, live wood, this
dead material should be excavated without breaking barriers. A hooked
blade can trace the last decayed tissue from the edges, but it should
have a blunt tip to avoid scratching the wood. Depth of decay in the
outer sapwood can be assessed with a tool such as an icepick. Cut
out (excise) samples from the infection’s edges, so the fungi can be
cultured for identification. Different types of fungi in trees follow
different infection and decay strategies, so it’s crucial to take and
preserve good samples for identification and analysis. Instruments
such as the Resistograph microdrill are used for closed cavities. These
instruments are sensitive, so use a protective case and double-lanyard
the instrument, just in case. 

At the 2006 ISA Annual Conference, Dan Marion described an
appropriate response to tree risk. When he identifies a problem area
on or in a tree, Marion trends these factors by using his Host/Pathogen
Ratio System, and tracks progress over time. He then incorporates
arboricultural treatments and observes growth effects over time. For
example, use a soft tape measure to measure around the circumfer-
ence of the tree at the point of the canker. Annual increase in circum-
ference can be calculated by inserting pins to keep measurements
close to the same points. Checking the relative size of the defect at
the same location periodically follows the battle between host and
pathogen. 

CLIMBERS’ CORNER
Current Topics in Aerial Assessment By Guy Meilleur and Dan Marion

Binoculars are useful for inspecting tree crowns, but a closer
look is sometimes needed. Where there is access, aerial lift
devices reach many key places quickly. All devices have limits,

however. If the consultant is not also a climber, the assistance of a
climber may be required to reach beyond those limits and act as
the eyes, ears, nose, and brain of the consultant, or for a client or
employer. Climbers are increasingly called upon to perform aerial
assessments of trees. Cameras can be invaluable in documenting
tree responses to stresses and defects, communicating the tree’s
body language to the ground-bound. This article will look at some
recent goals of hands-on aerial assessment. As with other areas of
arboriculture, success comes from a balance of study and skills.

Sizing Up Status
Tree owners often wonder how old their trees are. While there are
no easy answers to this question, they get excited about learning
exactly how tall their tree is, which you can show by climbing it
and dropping a tape measure. Arborists in the U.S. can boost tree
owners’ appreciation of their large trees and their tree care providers
by nominating trees online (at www.americanforests.org/resources/
bigtrees/nomination.php). To keep the list current, every Big Tree
must be re-measured every ten years, providing regular opportunities
for lofty recreational climbing. Many states, counties, and countries
also list champion and other notable trees that climbers can docu-
ment for fun and profit. 

More advanced size assessments measure volume. Robert van
Pelt from Washington State University trained a half-dozen aerial
assessors in measuring the volume of an historic southern live oak
(Quercus virginiana) on the Middleton Plantation in South Carolina,
U.S. A clinometer had previously measured the Middleton Oak at
85 feet (25.7 m) tall, but a tape drop revealed that it was only 67
feet, 3 inches (20.5 m) tall, which confirmed the precision of laser
rangefinders used from the ground. Using extra lanyards and ropes
for positioning allow the uppermost branches to support more weight.
A telescoping pole saw can extend to the top, and that distance
added to the drop length. While aloft, capture a panorama of the
property with still images and video. These recordings can provide
a bird’s-eye-view of tree and site condition for the general interest
of the client, as well as for diagnostic purposes.

Curiosity about Creatures
Size is always of interest, but so is wildlife value. Many creatures
may be either beneficial or harmless, while others may affect health
and safety. Biotic damage from birds, rodents, and insects can be
monitored, so they can be managed if they start to cause a problem.
Small but rare species can drive management decisions, so learn
how to identify and locate them. Veteran trees are highly valued as
“arks of biodiversity” in Europe and elsewhere. Insects can be pre-
served in small ventilated containers—bug boxes—along with some
of their habitat. Fungi and other plant parts store well in porous
paper bags, for analysis on the ground or in a laboratory. 
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On surface infections (cankers and defects), Marion measures the
total circumference, then divides by the width of the diseased area,
to derive a numerical and traceable host/pathogen ratio. In cavities,
depth is also measured by probing inside. Callus (scar tissue) results
in the formation of woundwood, which is usually stronger than regu-
lar, unwounded wood. Re-measuring at these same points indicates
whether the treatments, such as root invigoration, fertilization, prun-
ing, site remediation, mulching, pest management, and irrigation,
are working. Perhaps the tree is not being such a bad host if it does
not allow its “guest” to occupy too much room.

Forks with included bark and cracks are cleared of loose material
and any soft spots carefully probed. If support is needed, the climber
can mark the best areas for fastening cable, and/or brace rods, making
sure the systems are in a straight line and avoid decay and other defects.

Cracks and decay fungi can be obvious, but other stressors are
as subtle as sunshine. Sunscald damage to skyward portions of newly
exposed branches via breakage or pruning begins with degeneration
in the outer bark. If it looks shriveled, gradual scraping can deter-
mine if the inner bark is alive or dead. After measuring the size of
the defect, the climber can indicate good locations for reduction
pruning cuts or cable support. 

Studying Storm Response 
Severe storms can shock victims and responders both, so decisions made
in the wake of disaster can be disastrous. Does the tree have sufficient
structure to support a new crown over people and property with a
tolerable level of risk? First, make sure the tree is safe to climb! As you
remove the irreparably damaged parts, study the branching pattern
of what is left, and consider the possibilities of successful repair and
restoration of the tree canopy. As Ed Gilman says about reducing trees
for size, “…visualize the new canopy outline. The objective is to make
reduction cuts so that branch tips are left intact on the outer edge of
the new, smaller canopy.” In storms, branches often break just above
nodes, where branch protection zones form tougher tissue, whether
or not they have large laterals at the time. With future structure in mind,
decide how far back to reduce co-dominant and conflicting branches. 

Assisting Science
All parts of the tree contain phenomena that are of interest to sci-
entists, and arborists may be enlisted to help. Geneticists want the
best seed, which arborists clip and collect with bags attached to
pole pruners. Bird watchers worldwide view an around-the-clock
bald eagle reality show, thanks to Eagle Cam, operated by arborists
at the Norfolk Botanical Garden, Virginia, U.S. Climbers everywhere
can install and maintain nesting habitat for birds, squirrels, and
bats, adding valuable services to their portfolios. The International
Canopy Network (ICAN) is a group dedicated to researching the
far reaches of the forest frontier. Their methods are consistent with
ANSI Z133 standards and provide access that is safe, reliable, and
appropriate for the objective of the climber. For example, single-rope
techniques lessen friction where cambium savers cannot reach, and
multiple lines help traverse from tree to tree. 

Other techniques to reach the periphery of large canopies, even
in rainforests, include maneuvering hot-air balloons and cranes, and
erecting towers and portable catwalks. These machines may help
canopy researchers observe, gather, and collect data, but there will
always be a need for aerial arborists. Ascending the summit of any
tree and feeling the four winds blow can be a glorious sensation,
made all the more glorious for a higher purpose. By researching
these purposes and developing the right skills, you can help define
cutting-edge arboriculture while carving a new niche for your business.
Practice and market a wide range of aerial assessment services, and
you will climb higher in the business of arboriculture!
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sufficient strength,
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ments over time
can document
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Possible cracks and
infections in this
Quercus agrifolia
must be assessed for
health and safety
before work is done.
Image courtesy of
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